Effectively sharing channels among secondary users (SUs) is one of the greatest challenges in cognitive radio network (CRN). In the past, many studies have proposed channel selection schemes at the physical or the MAC layer that allow SUs swiftly respond to the spectrum states. However, they may not lead to enhance performance due to slow response of the transport layer flow control mechanism. This paper presents a cross-layer design framework called Transport Aware Channel Selection (TACS) scheme to optimize the transport throughput based on states, such as RTT and congestion window size, of TCP flow control mechanism. We formulate the TACS problem as two different game theoretic approaches: Selfish Spectrum Sharing Game (SSSG) and Cooperative Spectrum Sharing Game (CSSG) and present novel distributed heuristic algorithms to optimize TCP throughput. Computer simulations show that SSSG and CSSG could double the SUs throughput of current MAC-based scheme when primary users (PUs) use their channel infrequently, and with up to 12% to 100% throughput increase when PUs are more active. The simulation results also illustrated that CSSG performs up to 20% better than SSSG in terms of the throughput.
Introduction
As wireless technology advances, radio spectrum becomes a scarce and precious resource. However, a recent investigation by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) discovered that the radio spectrum is being used inefficiently and temporal and geographical utilization of the assigned spectrum vary from 15% to 85%. This finding initiates a new area of access network technology called Cognitive Radio network (CRN) [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Allocating an infrequently used spectrum to primary users and employing channel hopping to improve spectrum utilization are the main concepts of CRN. In CRN, cognitive radio users monitor the spectrum and then select channels based on the monitored information. Thus, CRN is also called a Dynamic Spectrum Access Network, in which radio users are cognitive to their environment and dynamically switch radio channels to exploit available spectrum holes. Such a channel selection enables the so-called spectrum sharing [5] [6] [7] that constitutes the core of CRN.
The spectrum sharing is designed for acquiring better bandwidth for each CRN users without interfering with the PUs. As time passes, the state of radio spectrum changes whenever interference temperature [6, 8] and limitations of the level of interference perceived by the PUs [9] vary. Therefore, CRN users (a. k. a secondary users: SUs) must periodically sense the nearby environment to collect channel usage information and find a better channel within the spectrum while avoiding the interference with PUs as shown in Figure 1 . SUs have to leave a channel immediately when PUs want to use the channel.
The foremost issue for spectrum sharing in a fluctuating CRN spectrum is to select an appropriate channel for SUs' temporally use. Another issue to be considered is when an SU must change the channel being used. In the past, many studies perform spectrum sharing by using power control game [10] [11] [12] [13] or by taking statistical sensing approach by a MAC scheduler [9] . These schemes have the merit of fast channel hopping in response to any changes in the spectrum state and thus may help SUs achieve a large bandwidth. However, as the physical layer or the MAC layer quickly switches channels, the transport users may not be able to enjoy the full link bandwidth. This is mainly because the flow control mechanism employed in the transport layer cannot respond instantly to changes in the link bandwidth at the physical layer. Thus, it is interesting to study the impact of transport throughput by the channel selection scheme and to select a channel that allows SUs to fully exploit link bandwidth at the transport layer.
This paper presents a novel transport aware channel selection (TACS) scheme that optimizes the TCP throughput. The flow control mechanism of TCP consists of two phases: slow start (SS) and congestion avoidance (CA) [14, 15] . In the SS phase, a TCP connection doubles its congestion window (CW) size at an interval of round-trip time (RTT). In the CA phase, CW is increased only by one in each RTT. A TCP connection starts with an SS phase and switches to a CA phase when the CW reaches a threshold value, ssthreshold. The throughput of a TCP connection has been well studied in the past and is proportional to the ratio of CW and RTT. From the flow control scheme of TCP, it is observed that the response time of CW to the link bandwidth changes is proportional to the RTT. Also, a TCP connection in the SS phase can respond better to the link bandwidth increases than that in the CA phase. Thus, we can refer to various state variables of a TCP connection as a transport sensitivity index to the link bandwidth changes and evaluate the load of a channel by observing the throughput of TCP connections sharing the same channel. Based on this, an SU can select a good channel.
In order to optimize an aggregate TCP throughput, we formulate the TACS problem as two types of channel selection games: Selfish Spectrum Sharing Game (SSSG) and Cooperative Spectrum Sharing Game (CSSG). A common control channel [16] is used to broadcast periodically the throughput of TCP connections of various channel used by each SUs. Each SU acts as a player which receives report from other SUs about the TCP throughput over the channels that they are using. Depending on which type of game is played, SU selects a channel to maximize either its own TCP throughput (SSSG) or maximize the aggregate TCP throughput (CSSG). To help SUs to choose appropriate channels for data transmission, a novel decentralized scheme is presented for each type of game.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of TACS by using ns-2 simulator. The simulation results illustrate that both CSSG and SSSG double the transport throughput of current MAC-based channel selection scheme when PUs use their channels infrequently and achieve around 12% to 100% increases in the TCP throughput when PUs are active in a larger number of channels. The simulation also indicates that the CSSG performs better than the SSSG most of the time (approximately 6% to 20% on the average), which confirms that selecting appropriate hopping channels can lead to a larger transport throughput.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the current state-of-the-art on channel selection. Section 3 presents details of our CSSG and SSSG games. Section 4 describes decentralized algorithms based on these games. Section 5 details the simulation results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with some ideas for future directions.
Related Works
The most important objective in a CRN is the spectrum sharing. A good strategy of spectrum sharing can effectively improve the overall utilization of a CRN. Therefore, many researchers have presented various possible spectrum sharing schemes. Current spectrum sharing schemes can be broadly classified into power control-based schemes [11] [12] [13] 17] and MAC scheduler-based schemes [9] . In the past, channel allocation based on power control has received greater attention. An efficient power control scheme can reduce both the interference among users and the power consumption and hence increase the system capacity. To resolve the channel selection issue and maximize the system capacity of a CRN, authors in [13] developed a non-cooperative game based on the power control. A distributed protocol is also developed to implement the game. POMDP [9] utilizes statistics of sensing outcome and develops a utility at the MAC layer for channel selection. Given the probability of occurrence of PUs and the historic channel usage, POMDP makes an opportunistic channel allocation to selfishly maximize per node bandwidth. However, it does not consider multiple SUs competing for the same primary channel, which may increase the probability of packet collision among users.
Although the channel selection based on the power control and the statistical MAC provides a fast channel hopping, neither the power control in [11] [12] [13] 17] nor the statistical MAC [9] takes TCP transmission into account. Since TCP responds to changes in the link bandwidth of the physical layer at a pace controlled by the RTT, CRN users may not fully exploit the bandwidth achieved by the channel selection schemes when the sojourn time at a channel is short. The TCP transmission over CRN has been studied in [18] . However, it only considers the effect of channel hopping on the TCP performance without taking PU and channel hopping schemes into account. Therefore, a spectrum sharing scheme with transport awareness is required to allow SUs share the spectrum more efficiently. 
Transport Aware Cognitive Radio Network
This section first presents the network model and assumption of our proposed Transport Aware Channel Selection (TACS) in Section 3.1 and then describes two TACS games, selfish spectrum sharing game (SSSG), and cooperative spectrum sharing game (CSSG) based on whether it concerns its inference to other SUs or not. Decentralized algorithms to implement them are also presented.
TACS Architecture and Network Model.
The model of CRN we consider comprises a set of M transceiver pair of SUs and a set of N channels, each designated to a PU. SUs can access the spectrum with idle channels when their PUs are inactive. Each SU estimates its transport throughput by CW and RTT of a TCP connection, periodically broadcasts the TCP information and channel information to the control channel, and does the channel selection based on the TACS according to the transport information received from the control channel every Δt. While using a channel, the SU keeps monitoring the behavior of PUs. Once it detects existence of a PU in the channel it is using, it hops to a new channel based on the current transport information; otherwise, it continues to access the channel with 802.11 MAC protocol until next decision time. Figure 2 summaries the cognitive cycle in TACS, in which each SU performs three key functions as follows.
(i) Spectrum Sensing: Monitoring the available spectrum and spectrum holes and gathering the required information [11] from the monitored spectrum.
(ii) Spectrum Analysis: Analyzing spectrum holes from the spectrum sensing and the transport information from the control channel.
(iii) Spectrum Sharing: Choosing a channel according to the spectrum analysis.
The protocol architecture of TACS is shown in Figure 3 . We employ the parameters of flow control mechanism using TCP for channel selection at the MAC layer. A transport aware channel selection (TACS) agent is used to advertise the transport information to the common control channel and issues channel hopping commands to the MAC layer so as to maximize our defined utilities that could reflect the transport layer capacity of SUs.
While the issues in CRN are very complex, this study focuses on the performance of TACS and makes the following simplifying assumptions for the underlying environment.
(i) Assume SU only uses TCP to communicate with one partner at a time and the communicating users make channel decision synchronously.
(ii) Assume the transmission delay between SUs over the common control channel does not affect the timeliness of transport information because the transport information report is very short and the number of SUs is usually small.
(iii) Assume all SUs are located in a homogeneous spectrum usage area, and thus the sender and receiver can make the same decision in TACS, given the transport information used is the same. This is reasonable because a wireless LAN covers only a small area.
(iv) Assume that TCP in all SUs uses the same packet size and SU i is using channel n. Let CW i,n (t) and RTT i,n (t) denote the CW and RTT of a TCP connection in SU i at time t. An SU can then estimate the transport capacity of SU i at time t for channel n by using the following approximation [19] :
where δ is a constant related to maximal segment size. Without loss of generality, δ is set as 1 since TCP in all SUs employs the same packet size.
TACS Framework for Games.
Game theory offers a mathematical tool for analyzing interactions among all the players. The channel allocation in CRN can be viewed as a game among SUs who expect to improve their throughput. Here, we define two distributed games, SSSG and CSSG, to improve the TCP throughput for SUs and to maximize global channel utilization.
In the game, we look for a steady state of the channel selection, in which no player alone could improve its own performance by deviating from other players, a state called Nash Equilibrium. The equation of Nash Equilibrium for our game is as follows [17, 20, 21] .
Definition. A strategy profile for the players M, S
= [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s i , . . . , s m ], in an N-channel cognitive radio, wheres i ∈ [c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c i , . . . , c n ],
is a Nash Equilibrium (NE) if and only if
where S denotes the shared strategy space of all SUs in the game, s i denotes the channel selection strategy of SU i , and s i denotes the selection of the next channel by SU i . s −i denotes the channel selection of all SUs except SU i . Equation (2) indicates that state (s i , s −i ) is a Nash Equilibrium since SU i cannot hop to any other channel all by itself to improve its bandwidth utilization. In this paper, we propose a utility functions for each of SSSG and CSSG, which are introduced in the following section. 
SSSG Game.
In SSSG, a SU i is selfish [11] and looks for channel hopping strategies to maximize its throughput, without considering other SUs. Every SU looks for a channel that could provide the best throughput. The utility function of SSSG is defined as follows:
where U i (s i , s −i ) and U i (s i , s −i ) denote the utility value of SU i if channel s i and s i , respectively, is used. We use two TCP parameters of RTT and CW to define the utility function.
Because a PU has a nonzero probability to use its primary channel, a channel may not be usable at all the time. Let the long-term average opportunity of spectrum holes for channel s i is P(s i ), then U i (s i , s −i ) and U i (s i , s −i ) are defined as follows:
In SSSG, the strategy of an SU is to choose a channel that maximizes its utility function. SSSG is greedy. Each SU only cares about the maximum profit it could receive. Therefore, the pure strategy in SSSG can be defined as
Note that U1 i (s i , s −i ) is a positive value when a better channel exists for SU i ; otherwise, it means that the channel in use is the best for SU i . With this strategy, an SU always chooses a channel to maximize its utility value. 
Figure 12: Aggregate throughput of CSSG with 1 channel having PU's interference. 
CSSG Game.
In SSSG, several selfish SUs may simultaneously hop to the same channel resulting in suboptimal aggregated throughput of all CRN users due to access collision. This section presents a cooperative game CSSG, which takes other users into consideration when a user considers its own channel selection.
In CSSG, before SU i hops from s i to s j , it not only evaluates its utility value gain as that in (5) increment in the aggregate transport capacity of all SUs in s i and s i whenever it is beneficial, that is, U1 i (s i , s −i ) > 0. With this strategy, every SU intends to make channel selection that can result in a larger aggregate transport throughput and thus, the overall aggregate transport throughput is improved.
When SU i hops from channel s i to another channel s j , j / = i, s i , will have one less number of SUs to share with and hence SU j staying in s i should have its own current bandwidth share C j si plus some extra bandwidth. Thus, the aggregate bandwidth utility value for SUs remained in s i can be computed as follows: 
and G i j , to be defined later, denotes the gain of SU j still utilizing channel s i after SU i leaves s i . Meanwhile, s j is shared by one more SU and so the SUs in s j will share less capacity and have a smaller bandwidth utility value. Thus, the aggregate utility of the users in s j can be calculated as follows:
where
and G ji , to be defined later, denotes the loss of SU j in channel s i after SU i joins s i . Thus, the expected aggregate utility when channel hopping from s i to s i by SU i can be obtained by the following expression:
The net increment of aggregate transport throughput can then be calculated as follows: 
Following the flow control scheme, a TCP connection doubles its CW per RTT in the SS phase and could potentially produce a large impact within a short time on other SUs of the same channel. Also, when the ssthreshold is large, it can respond quickly to the bandwidth increase at the link layer.
When an SU hops from a channel to another, it affects the throughput of both the users of the original channel and the new channel. To approximate the effect of channel switching, we estimate G i j and G i j separately in three possible cases: pure slow start (or pure SS), pure congestion avoidance (or pure CA), and the hybrid state. In a pure SS, a TCP connection will remain at the SS state until the next utility sample. This means that after an SU switches to a new channel, its TCP connection remains in the SS state for Δt. Similarly, in the pure CA, the considered TCP connection remains in the CA state for Δt. In the hybrid state, the considered TCP connection stays at the SS state when it just jumps to a new channel, but switches to the CA state before the next utility sample time.
Before we formally define G i j and G ji , we first introduce some notations and assumptions. Let n s i and n si denote the number of SUs, respectively, on a candidate channel s i and the current channel n si at time t, and n s i = m j=1 f (s i , s j ) and 
Evaluation of G ji .
The average channel capacity would decrease after a new user joins the channel. Therefore, the average RTT in s i would become longer after SU i joins as more users are competing for the channel. Assume that the flow control makes TCP throughput for all users in s i balanced after Δt seconds. To estimate the new average RTT after SU i has joined s i , we separately define G ji for the pure CA, pure SS, and hybrid state.
Basically, we assume that all the users behave similarly in an interval Δt. For example, if SU i is in the pure SS state in interval [t, t + Δt] after it jumps to s i , all other nodes in s i would also increase their CW exponentially and reach an equilibrium congestion window size CW s i (t + Δt) or an average capacity, C s i (t + Δt), at t + Δt. Likewise, in the pure CA, all users increase their CW by one, respectively, for each RTT and obtain an average capacity at t + Δt. With this assumption, the CWs of all users keep increasing, and thus the RTT of all users also increases due to the "self-clocking" of TCP behavior.
To accurately estimate the loss of users in s i at t + Δt, we first use current sample RTTs to predict CW s i (t+Δt) and then calculate a new average RTT * at t + Δt based on a predicted C s i (t + Δt) as defined previously. With RTT * , we then recompute a more accurate congestion window size CW j,s i (t + Δt) and loss G ji for SU j using channel s i .
(a) Pure Congestion Avoidance. Each TCP connection increases its CW by one for every window's acknowledgement packets at the pure CA state. RTT may increase after a user joins the channel s i . Hence, we can predict a new RTT * at t + Δt as follows:
where window s i (t + Δt) = CW s i (t)+ΔCW s i (t + Δt) is a predictive average window size of users on s i at t+Δt, CW s i (t) is the average window size of users at time t, and ΔCW s i (t + Δt) is a predicted window size increases for user s at t +Δt. As stated previously, we first use current RTT sample, RTT s i (t), to predict ΔCW s i (t + Δt). Because CW increases by one for each RTT interval,
Based on RTT * s i
given by (14) , the approximate loss G ji for s i can be obtained as follows: (14) can be calculated as follows: 
where l is the number of RTT required for SU i to reach ssthreshold and can be obtained by
where ssthreshold i (t) > cwnd s i (t). By substituting (19) to (14), we can obtain RTT * s i and recalculate CW j,s i (t + Δt) as follows:
By substituting (21) into (16), G ji for SU j at s i can be obtained. 
Evaluation of
where CW j,si (t + Δt) is a predictive average growth window size of SU j in channel s i at time t + Δt.
Nash Equilibrium of CSSG.
Instead of using the complex calculation of the Gain function as in Section 3.2.4, for convenience, in this section we use an approximation approach to analyze the stability of CSSG. Assume the channel is perfect and fairly shared without collision and the RTT of each TCP connection is identical. Then, each TCP flow using the same channel gets an equal share of the channel bandwidth according to the α-bandwidth allocation scheme [22] . Furthermore, the TCP throughput is concave and can be approximated as CW i /RTT [22] , where CW i is the expected common window size of TCP connections sharing channel i. When the channel is imperfect and has heavy collision, the TCP flows may not get an equal share of the entire channel bandwidth due to packet loss and collision. Thus, the utility of SU i can be defined as
where p l si and p c (n si ) are the percentage of TCP throughput loss due to packet errors and collision, respectively, and C si and n si are the channel capacity and number of users of channel s i correspondingly. Specifically, p c is assumed to be continuous, concave, and nondecreasing as n si increases. Assuming the TCP connections over a channel equally share the available bandwidth according to the α-bandwidth, then in the NE with strategy vector S = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m ], the utility of CSSG equals
where n si = ∀sj ∈S 1 sj =si and 1 sj =si equals 1 when s j = s i and equals 0 otherwise. Assume p l sj is a constant. With CSSG, SUs interact with each other using best response in a discrete time process, the so called best-reply dynamics [22] . That is, each SU who makes a move solves its optimization problem to maximize its benefit. If all SUs' strategies converge to or stabilize at some point S as time goes to infinity, then S is a NE and it is globally stable. In CSSG, the best response of SU i is to select a channel s i such that
which can be rewritten as follows based on (23).
or
where n si ≥ 1. Proof. Without loss of generality, assume all channels have the same capacity and packet loss rate. (27) can then be reduced as follows:
MAC Protocol steps for SSSG
Because p c is continuous, concave, and nondecreasing, (28) will lead to a stable S as time goes to infinity and hence is globally stable.
Heuristic Algorithm for Games
In order to ensure convergence for our proposed solutions on channel selection, an adaptive scheduler ought to be deployed. Most existing works on resource allocation using cooperative transmission are based on centralized control. In this paper, we propose a decentralized channel selection scheme using a CR that performs frequency tracking every Δt. In order to evaluate our proposed solution, we design SSSG and CSSG at the MAC layer using the selfish and cooperative utilities, respectively. Channel hopping is triggered either when PUs occupy the channel or when a channel is found to be better than current one. The initialization is identical for both of the games. At the beginning of each time slot, an SU i stays on channel s i which is not occupied by a PU. In the following sections, we introduce SSSG and CSSG in detail.
Selfish Spectrum Sharing Game.
In the game theory approach, each SU periodically performs frequency tracking. An SSSG SU reports its TCP parameters and receives capacity update from other SUs through the common control channel every Δr. Each SU with the highest probability chooses an idle channel. If such an idle channel is not available, it competes with other SUs with the utility defined in SSSG. The protocol for the Selfish Spectrum Sharing Game (SSSG) is shown in Algorithm 1.
A detailed channel selection of SSSG is presented in Figure 4 . An SU senses the available channels which have neither SUs nor PUs at first and hops to such a channel if it exists. If there is no idle channel within the spectrum, the SU tries to get the most appropriate channel by the selfish utility given by (5) and hops to a new channel obtained from its selfish utility. If there is neither an available channel nor more appropriate channel for an SU, it continues to use the current channel. It also means that the original channel is still better than others from the user's prospective.
Cooperative Spectrum Sharing
Game. The Cooperative Spectrum Sharing Game (CSSG) is very similar to the SSSG except the used utility function and the parameters are different. To compute the utility function, each SU must now advertise the CW and RTT values to all other SUs for decision making. Thus, CSSG possesses a larger messaging overhead. The protocol of CSSG is presented in Algorithm 2, and the detailed work flow of CSSG is shown in Figure 5 .
In CSSG, an SU i tries to get a list of appropriate channel by U1 function shown in (3). If there is neither channels available nor more appropriate channel by U1 function, it continues to use its original channel. This means that the original channel s i is still better for SU i than others under consideration. Otherwise, it chooses a better channel obtained by the utility in (12) and hops to a new channel computed from the utility, if the list of channel obtained by U1 function has a value greater than zero.
Stability and Overhead Analysis.
In SSSG, an SU always chooses a channel to maximize its utility value. When several SUs hop to the same channel almost at the same time for maximizing their utilities, they may suffer severe collision in competing channel access. These SUs may later simultaneously hop to another channel. Thus, it can be readily seen that such a selfish channel selection strategy may lead to channel hoping oscillation and severely damage the overall network throughput.
To prevent the channel hopping of SUs from oscillating at all the time, we can make each SU selects channels asynchronously by taking Δt as a random value. With such a scheme, SUs that have large Δt make channel selection late and have good chance to choose a channel based on new transport states. Consequently, the probability of channel oscillation can be minimized and hence better network performance can be achieved.
To perform SSSG, every SU must broadcast periodically its estimated TCP throughput over the control channel. When Δt is expired, it performs SSSG to make a channel hoping. In each broadcast, the message must include the SU's identifier, the channel identifier and the TCP throughput. Since the message is short, the broadcast overhead depends on the broadcast period. The broadcast period and the accuracy of the channel state are a tradeoff. If the broadcast period is short, the TCP throughput is more accurate and the channel tracking in SSSG is more effective but the message overhead is large. On the other hand, when the broadcast period is large, the TCP throughput is less accurate at the time of channel selection in SSSG. Thus, the channel tracking becomes less effective since the channel selection may not be optimal at the time of channel hoping, but the broadcasting overhead is small.
In CSSG, SUs cooperate to choose channels so that the overall channel throughput is maximized and thus the probability of oscillation in channel hopping is minimal. However, if SUs broadcast their TCP parameters infrequently, SUs may choose channels based on different TCP parameters of SUs, which may occasionally make multiple SUs concurrently hop to the same channel and cause many channel hoping later on. This can also be avoided by making all TACS agents wait a random time Δt before they make next hoping decision. Thus, CSSG can reach NE with high probability.
CSSG requires the RTT and CW of each SU to make channel selection. Thus, the broadcast message must include SU identifier, channel identifier, RTT, and CW. The overhead of broadcast and the CSSG efficiency are a tradeoff similar to that of SSSG. Reducing the broadcasting frequency can decrease control message overhead but SUs may make channel selection based on obsolete channel states and result in suboptimal network throughput. On the other hand, increasing broadcasting frequency can make all SUs possess up to date transport states for channel selection but causes much overhead in control messages.
Performance Analysis
We have presented how the transport aware channel selection (TACS) scheme works between the MAC and the Transport layers through Game Theory in a CRN. In TACS, the channel sharing algorithm at the MAC layer chooses a channel based on the parameters from the transport layer. Thus, SUs can perceive end-to-end transport throughput improvement with the channel sharing at the MAC layer. In this section, we study the behavior of TACS and compare the performance of SSSG, CSSG, and POMDP [9] . Simulation results are obtained by using ns-2 simulator. In the simulation, 802.11 is used as the MAC protocol. The bandwidth is 1 Mbps for each channel, and δ is set to 1 for channel capacity calculation in (1) .
From Figure 6 to Figure 19 , the x-axis is the numbers of communication pair within the spectrum and the yaxis is the transport throughput (kbps). There are three channels in our simulations, each with bandwidth 1 Mbps. β denotes the available probability of a channel for the SUs. We simulate three cases to compare the performance among our approaches and POMDP MAC algorithm in [9] .
In the first case, β is to set 1.0 for all channels. This means that no PUs are present in all channels. Figure 6 presents the aggregate transport throughput of TCP. The results show that the performance of CSSG is better than the SSSG, and POMDP performs the worst with throughput around 600 kbps. This is due to the fact that the design of utility in [9] does not adapt to the case when all channels have β equal to 1.0. In [9] , the channel decision is made by the current and the historic utilities. Each user checks the utility of all the channels per time slot and sets the utility of current channel it uses to 1. If there is an ACK received from a receiver, utility is set to 0. However, the historic utilities of all channels are zero, except the current channel in use because the sender does not receive an ACK from other channels. Consequently, the historic utilities of channels are all zero, except the current channel in use. Therefore, SU would always choose the channel on which it currently operates and perform poorly.
The second case is to set β = 0.8 for channel 1 and β = 1.0 for channel 2 and channel 3. This means that the channel 1 has interference from PUs with 20% probability. In this case, the results shown in Figures 8 and 9 indicate that both CSSG and SSSG perform better than the POMDP. In this case, CRN users might switch to another channel by POMDP because an SU is forced to switch to other channels when PUs become active. Thus, POMDP works better when there is a channel with β set to less than 1.
The third case is to set β = 0.8 for channel 1 and channel 2. And set β = 1.0 for channel 3. The simulation results for this case are shown in Figures 10 and 11 . In this case, POMDP can use all the three channels. But, CSSG and SSSG still perform better than POMDP. This is because our schemes adapts better to the channel bandwidth. In all three cases, CSSG always performs better than the SSSG because CSSG is nonselfish in maximizing transport throughput.
In the following simulations, we study the performance of various values of β in Figure 12 to Figure 19 . The relative performance of SSSG and POMDP to CSSG is presented in Figures 15 and 19 for case 2 and case 3, respectively. The results illustrate that CSSG outperforms that of POMDP [9] from 12% to 41% in case 3 and from 73% to 105% in case 2. The gap between POMDP and CSSG is larger in case 2 because the utility design in [9] does not adapt well when less number of channels are occupied by the PUs. Among various β values, CSSG still outperforms POMDP by more than 15% on the average.
The results also show that the CSSG works better than the SSSG in all cases with various values of β between 5.51% to 20.41% on the average. In SSSG, each SU only cares its personal profit, while in CSSG, an SU cares about the effect of other SUs in both the original and the candidate channels. Thus, CSSG can improve the global throughput and perform consistently better than the SSSG. The results also illustrate that even with simple cross-layer design such as SSSG, the network throughput can be improved substantially.
Conclusion and Future Works
This paper presents a transport aware channel selection (TACS) scheme for SUs to share the spectrum in a CRN. TACS employs a cross-layer design between the transport EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 13 and the MAC layers so as to improve end-to-end transport throughput for SUs. We proposed two utilities of selfish and cooperative function and developed two Game Theoretic approaches, SSSG and CSSG, respectively, to choose the best channel for each SU. In SSSG, each SU hops among channels to maximize its own transport throughput, while in CSSG, SUs maximize the global utilization instead of only considering themselves. In SSSG and CSSG, an SU advertises CW and RTT of its TCP connection to a common control channel periodically for other SUs to make their channel selection. Simulation results show that the TACS has a better performance for transport throughput than that of a conventional MAC-based POMDP for a cognitive radio network. Furthermore, the cooperative scheme CSSG outperforms the selfish scheme SSSG. The results illustrate that TCP users cannot fully explore the link bandwidth variation when the MAC layer follows the channel hopping based only on the link bandwidth. This is mainly because the response time of a TCP connection to link bandwidth change is limited by its round trip time, CW size, and the flow control state. The results show that by incorporating these three factors into the utility function of TACS games, the overall TCP throughput can be increased substantially.
Although TACS has shown its capability to increase end-to-end transport through cross-layer design, this paper only studies the case where one SU only sets up one TCP connection with another one at a time and no other type traffic such as UDP traffic is presented. Thus, we are looking into transport aware schemes to consider parallel TCP, oneto-many communication, and real-time traffic, instead of just the throughput of a single-TCP connection.
